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BMW Group - AIR: 2016-04-26 / 10:52 Dealer:29007/04 Model: 530d Vehicle identification number: B646494 Development code: E60 Model code: NC81 Lead type: NC81 Order number: PuMA measure



M47/T2, M57/TU and T2: loss of engine oil via engine breather PuMA No. NE 19196848-08 - 21/01/14 Complaint: The customer complains of high oil consumption rates or oil leakage, visible at the following points: exhaust turbocharger (clean air side/inlet side in front of the exhaust turbocharger), charge air hoses, charge air cooler connections or via the swirl flap bearing. There have also been some complaints about oil stains under the vehicle. In conjunction with erratic engine running and/or decreased engine performance, the fault code memory entries 3FF0, 4667, 4CE0, 4B10 and 4B11 may, IN ISOLATED CASES, be stored in the control unit, which indicates blocked inlet ports or coked intake valves.



Cause Long periods in idle speed mode (stopping and starting in urban traffic, special vehicles, etc.) or long periods with low engine revs lead to oil loss via the crankcase venting system. IN ISOLATED CASES, this oil loss leads to heavy coking of the inlet ports or intake valves, which in turn causes erratic engine running and/or decreased engine performance.



Measure Please note: On the E83 LCI with M57/T2 - the engine cannot be converted as described below. Moreover, this measure does NOT apply to the M57X (M57TU1TOP) or M57Y (M57TU2TOP) engine. In the event of a customer complaint, carry out a conversion to the filter unit with part no. 11 12 7 793 163. This oil separator is also to be used for the M47TÜ2, although it is only approved in the electronic parts catalogue for the M57. After 30,000 km at the latest, the filter unit with part no. 11 12 7 793 163 must be replaced again. Relevant information must be recorded by the dealership in the vehicle file / service booklet. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If the customer also complains of erratic engine running and/or decreased engine performance, inspect the cylinder head and collector for rust deposits and coking. The cylinder head is to be cleared of rust deposits. This cleaning should be carried out as follows: - remove the cylinder head and oil pan. - Clean the cylinder head and oil sump with a high-pressure cleaner or in a parts washing machine and refit all parts removed from the engine. - Add engine oil. Please also observe measure 53856249 "M47x, M57x intake manifold/inlet ports coked".



https://air.bmwgroup.com/air/faces/xhtml/puma/PumaSingleView.xhtml?id=2a9c3aa7-... 26.4.2016
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Generally applicable information: BMW does not approve of any cleaning method that involves a flushing of the engine by operating it with cleaning additives in the engine oil or by mixing diesel fuel with the engine oil. Damage to the engine caused by this type of operation is not covered by the warranty. This applies even if the flushing attempt is relatively short (e.g. 15 minutes) and at idling speed. If cleaning is not possible, replace the cylinder head.



Validity information Model series: [E71, E87, E70, E83, E60, E90, E91, E92, E65, E66, E93, E53, E63, E64, E46, E61] Engine range: [M57/T2, M47/T2, M57/TU] Body style: [ALL] Fault codes: [4CE0, 4667, 4B10, 3FF0, 4B11, 472B] Production period: Repair overviews



https://air.bmwgroup.com/air/faces/xhtml/puma/PumaSingleView.xhtml?id=2a9c3aa7-... 26.4.2016
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HR15DE Engine and MR20DE Engine - Nissan Global 

HR15DE Engine and MR20DE Engine. The HR15DE and the MR20DE are in-line 4-cylinder gasoline engines, developed jointly by Nissan and Renault as.
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TEXTRON LYCOMING - ENGINE MOUNTED OIL FILTER KITS AND 

Installing an oil filter on an engine not equipped with a filter can increase the oil change interval from 25 to ..... When determining the total length of a filter and.
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ENGINE 

Balance Shaft Thrust Plate ... NOTE: Hold fuel pump using flat surface at outlet before tightening brass fitting. .... M i B i. Production. No. 2, 3 .0011-.0023 (0.0279-0.0584). Main Bearing. C ... Taper. Production .0005 (0.0127) Maximum. Connecting
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Engine Operation and Maintenance 

atures like these are only for short dura- ... Since Unison manufactures Auto- ... contact wear on the distributor block, ... cheap insurance, you not only need to.
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1 Engine and peripherals 

technical specifications current when it was prepared. .... Diesel injection computer: ...... a Torque tighten the oil filter holder bolt (28 N.m). ...... 10A-60. ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY. Lower cover: ..... pistons at Bottom Dead Centre be
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Engine Operation and Maintenance 

cific combination is most efficient with- ... most efficient without exceeding design or temperature limits is .... screws holding them together, and it takes very little ...
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of cvcc engine pdf 

From The Late Renaissance To The Time Of Puccini, Operationen An Alteren Menschen Nicht. Chirurgische Aspekte 1st Edition, Opinion Du Citoyen Bernard Descamps D Put Du D Partement Du. Gers Ou Le Cri De La V Rit Et De La Ju, and much more associated w
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Cooling Of Aircraft Engine 

(c) Providing a sufficient cool- ing airflow, and, if necessary, some means of regulating the air- flow in response to varying con- ditions. A flow of cooling air.
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Engine Coolant Refilling and Bleeding 

NOTE: â€¢ Perform this maintenance when the engine is cool. â€¢ Before replacing the coolant, turn the ignition ON, slowly turn the climate control temperature knob ...
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SSP-885-l - TEXTRON LYCOMING - ENGINE MOUNTED OIL ... - Size 

using full flow canister type oil filter, but utilizing oil cooler adapter ..... -8, FAA-TSO-C53A,. Type â€œDâ€�. Length of hoses is to be determined at time of in- stallation ...
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engine oil for honda gx340 11 0 dbid 10a4 
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Engine balance 

Jul 3, 2010 - Engine Balance and the Arms Race. Interesting question about the engine balance "arms race" I've shortened and edited it a little: So here's my ...
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figure engine oil pressure switchwater temperature sensorbraking dbid 7tbyi 
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SSP-885-l - TEXTRON LYCOMING - ENGINE MOUNTED OIL ... - Size 

of the Full-Flow Oil Filter Assembly Kit P/N LW-14089. PART III ... of the Spin-On Oil Filter Assembly ... the lower left tapped hole in the accessory housing moun-.
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engine oil pressure sensor switch circuit low voltage dbid 6pxv 
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engine oil pressure sensor switch circuit range performance dbid 1vzle 
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ENGINE 40 

Lift and support the fuel tank . (r-74-65). â€¢. Remove the .... shaft, copper washer and thrust washer OO . NOTE: .... cams and journals if the engine has been noted as giving abnor- mal noise ... Inspect the automatic-decomp. for damage and smooth 
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engine oil pressure sensor switch circuit dbid ovx3w 
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